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ABSTRACT 39 
 40 
Cerebral arachnoid cysts (ACs) are one of the most common and poorly understood developmental brain 41 
lesions in humans. To begin to elucidate AC pathogenesis, we performed an integrated analysis of 617 42 
proband-parent exomes, 152,898 brain and meningeal single-cell RNAseq transcriptomes, and natural 43 
language processing data of proband medical records. We found damaging de novo variants (DNVs) were 44 
highly enriched in AC probands versus controls (P=1.57×10-33). Seven genes harbored an exome-wide 45 
significant DNV burden. AC-associated genes are enriched for chromatin modifiers and converged in 46 
midgestational transcription networks essential for neural and meningeal development. Unsupervised 47 
clustering of patient phenotypes identified four AC subtypes and clinical severity correlated with the presence 48 
of a damaging DNV. These results shed new insight into the coordinated regulation of brain and meningeal 49 
development and implicate epigenomic dysregulation due to DNVs in AC pathogenesis. In the appropriate 50 
clinical context, ACs may be considered radiographic harbingers of neurodevelopmental pathology warranting 51 
genetic testing and neurobehavioral follow-up. These data highlight the utility of a systems-level, multi-omics 52 
approach to elucidate sporadic structural brain disease.   53 
 54 
 55 
  56 



INTRODUCTION 57 
 58 
The convoluted folding patterns of the primate brain cortex, arising during the last two-thirds of gestation, serve 59 
to increase neural processing power by augmenting cortical surface area allocated to neurons 1. Brain folding 60 
is tightly coordinated with leptomeningeal membrane development, including the epithelial-like arachnoid 61 
barrier cells whose underlying trabeculated subarachnoid space interdigitates in the sulcal troughs between 62 
cortical gyri and the deeper cerebral fissures. This complex structure is especially evident at the most distinctive 63 
surface landmark of the human brain, the Sylvian fissure, which separates the frontal and parietal lobes from 64 
the temporal lobe. While mechanisms of human gyrification and sulcation have been illuminated by studies of 65 
patients with pachygyria and polymicrogyria (genetic disorders of impaired neuronal migration2), the genetic 66 
regulation of leptomeningeal development has remained elusive despite its important role in bi-directional 67 
signaling between underlying cortex and overlying calvarium 3-5.  68 
 69 
Arachnoid cysts (ACs) are leptomeningeal-lined, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)-filled sacs located within the major 70 
sulcal folds of the developing brain. ACs occur in larger mammals with a frequency proportional to the degree 71 
of brain gyrification and sulcation; they are the most common space-occupying intracranial lesion in humans 72 
(~0.6% of individuals) 6 but are absent in smooth-brained rodents. Signs and symptoms of AC mass effect 73 
depend on cyst location and size and may include headache, nausea and vomiting, and visual disturbances, 74 
among others 7. ACs most frequently localize to the middle cranial fossa where they invaginate into and widen 75 
the Sylvian fissure (~30-40% of cases) 6. Many ACs are discovered during prenatal development or in early 76 
childhood 8. Although affected individuals may manifest symptoms in the first year, many never develop 77 
symptoms that require neurosurgical treatment 9. Questions of whether and how to treat ACs remain 78 
controversial 10,11. Neurosurgical AC fenestration is reserved most often for cases associated with 79 
hydrocephalus (accumulation of excessive CSF in the brain) that result from obstruction of intraventricular CSF 80 
flow 11,12. In the absence of hydrocephalus, ACs have often been considered radiographic “incidentalomas” not 81 
warranting further evaluation or follow-up 12.  82 
 83 
The pathogenesis of most ACs is unknown. While some cases have been attributed to secondary factors such 84 
as brain hemorrhage, trauma, or infection 12-14, most cases are now considered primary, congenital, or 85 
idiopathic 14. A classic mechanism of AC pathogenesis posits a “developmental splitting” of the bilayered 86 
arachnoid membrane layer with subsequent expansion of the intra-arachnoid space due to CSF accumulation 87 
from ball-valve-like siphoning of CSF 12,15. Interestingly, ACs have been frequently described in the setting of 88 
developmental delay, epilepsy, and autism, particularly in children, which can complicate neurosurgical 89 
decision-making in the absence of obstructive hydrocephalus 16-20. Indeed, the most common indication for 90 
brain MRI in 309 pediatric patients found to have an AC was a concern for seizure or cognitive dysfunction or 91 
developmental delay 20 Interestingly, ACs are often accompanied by underdevelopment (hypoplasia) of the 92 
adjacent cortex, particularly in middle fossa ACs which are situated adjacent to critical memory and language 93 
areas in the temporal lobe 21. These observations suggest ACs may represent anatomic correlates of a more 94 
fundamental developmental brain defect. In this context, associated neurodevelopmental phenotypes could 95 
result not from AC mass effect per se, but rather from a related etiologic factor. Consistent with this idea, AC 96 
fenestration for non-hydrocephalic phenotypes such as epilepsy has shown, at best, inconsistent clinical 97 
benefit 22.  98 
 99 
Gaps in our understanding of AC pathogenesis impede the development of improved diagnostic, prognostic, 100 
and therapeutic measures for patients 23. ACs are encountered more frequently in the setting of Mendelian 101 
conditions such as Acrocallosal, Chudley-McCullough, Aicardi, Pallister-Hall syndromes, and the 102 
mucopolysaccharidoses 24-26. Moreover, >38 families have been described in which multiple family members 103 
have ACs; many of these are radiographically similar, and sometimes bilateral 27,28. These data implicate 104 
genetic contribution to AC pathogenesis. Nonetheless, no large, systematic human genomic-phenomic study 105 
of cerebral ACs has been performed to date. The discovery of rare, large-effect gene variants associated with 106 
ACs could help elucidate the genetic regulation of human leptomeningeal-cortical development, provide insight 107 



into disease pathogenesis, explain the heterogeneity of AC phenotypes and therapeutic responses, and aid 108 
physicians in clinical decision-making. Nevertheless, the sporadic nature of most AC cases limits the utility of 109 
traditional genetic approaches. This has motivated whole-exome sequencing of large patient cohorts, 110 
searching for genes with rare, damaging variants in probands more often than expected by chance. This 111 
approach has aided the study of other brain malformations 29-32, congenital heart diseases 33, congenital 112 
hydrocephalus 34,35, and other genetically heterogeneous neurodevelopmental disorders, including autism and 113 
epilepsy 36-41.  114 
 115 
Here, we aimed to integrate parent-proband (trio)-based exome sequencing data of AC families, single-cell 116 
(sc)-RNAseq data of the developing brain and meninges, and text-mined data from patient medical records in 117 
a systems-level approach to elucidate AC pathogenesis. ACs are the most common and perhaps one of the 118 
most distinctive structural brain defects in humans that we suspect might serve as a window into the genetic 119 
coordination of brain and leptomeningeal development. We hypothesized that: (i) multiple novel AC genes 120 
harboring de novo variants (DNVs) will be discovered using trio-based exome sequencing; (ii) AC genes will 121 
spatiotemporally converge in co-expression modules, cell types, and biological pathways pertinent to the 122 
regulation of fetal brain and meningeal development; and (iii) the systematic comparison of phenotypic data 123 
from individual AC cases will assist gene discovery by clustering cases with similar endophenotypes, thereby 124 
defining clinically-relevant disease subclasses.   125 
 126 
RESULTS  127 
 128 
ACs are associated with DNVs in genes that are intolerant to mutation and highly expressed in the fetal 129 
brain  130 
 131 
To systematically identify novel genetic causes of AC, we ascertained 617 proband-parent trios with 132 
radiographically defined cerebral ACs (Supplementary Figure 1) for Institutional Review Board (IRB)-133 
approved study (see Methods). Trios comprised predominantly pediatric patients from a clinical laboratory 134 
referral center and an academic healthcare-based center. The clinical laboratory referral cohort included 1,599 135 
samples (560 parent-offspring trios) with a median proband age of 7 years (interquartile range, 3-12 years; 136 
range, 0-74 years), The academic healthcare-based cohort included 171 samples (57 parent-offspring trios) 137 
with a median proband age of 4.5 years (interquartile range, 1-12 years; range, 0-45 years). Developmental 138 
delay, autism, and seizures were more highly represented in the clinical laboratory referral cohort, consistent 139 
with their reason for laboratory referral, whereas hydrocephalus and Chiari I malformation were more highly 140 
represented in the neurosurgery-based academic healthcare-based cohort (Supplementary Table 1). 141 
Consistent with the literature 6, ACs most frequently localized to the temporal lobe (middle cranial fossa and 142 
Sylvian fissure) (Figure 1A). 143 
 144 
Exome sequencing was performed, and variants were called and analyzed as described previously (see 145 
Methods for sequence alignment, variant calling, calibration, annotation, and validation information) 35,42. 1,798 146 
control trios (comprising unaffected siblings and parents of patients with autism spectrum disorder [ASD] from 147 
the Simons Simplex Collection [SSC] cohort) were analyzed in parallel 43. Stringent quality control was 148 
performed on variants and samples (see Methods) to obtain 789 de novo variants (DNVs) in 617 individuals, 149 
representing a total DNV rate of 1.28 per subject (Supplementary Figure 2). The number of observed DNVs 150 
in cases and controls resembled previous results with similar sequencing platforms 35,42 and approximated the 151 
Poisson distribution (Supplementary Figure 2).  152 
 153 
Analysis showed protein-damaging (LoF + deleterious [D]-mis)) DNVs (see Methods), but not synonymous or 154 
missense DNVs inferred to be tolerated (T-mis), were highly enriched in AC cases (1.96-fold enrichment, 155 
Poisson P = 1.34 × 10-25; Table 1). Greater enrichment was seen in genes intolerant of LoF mutations (pLI ≥ 156 
0.9 in ExAC) (3.31-fold enrichment, Poisson P = 1.57 × 10-33) and high brain expression genes (HBE; those in 157 
the top quartile of mouse brain bulk RNA-seq expression at embryonic day 9.5; 2.83-fold enrichment, Poisson 158 



P = 6.75 × 10-23) Table 1, Figure 1B, C; see Methods). Enrichment was greatest in genes meeting both criteria 159 
(3.82-fold enrichment, Poisson P =2.13 × 10-23; Table 1). Controls showed no enrichment of DNVs in any 160 
evaluated gene class (Table 1).  161 
 162 
To detect gene-specific enrichments of DNVs, we applied DeNovoWEST (De Novo Weighted Enrichment 163 
Simulation Test) (see Methods) to all individuals in our cohort and identified seven genes with a pLI > 0.9 that 164 
surpassed exome-wide significance thresholds (p-value threshold of 8.61 × 10-7 after correction for triplicate 165 
testing of 19,347 reference sequence (RefSeq) genes by one-tailed Poisson test, see Methods) (Extended 166 
Data Table 1). Exome-wide significant genes included ADNP, ARID1B, KDM5C, PURA, FOXP1, MAP2K1, 167 
and SCN2A. The application of DeNovoWEST to synonymous DNVs identified no significantly enriched genes 168 
(Supplementary Figure 3A). Orthogonal analyses using DenovolyzeR (see Methods) showed FOXP1, 169 
ADNP, PURA, MAP2K1, and DDX3X each had significant enrichment of protein-damaging DNVs in cases and 170 
surpassed the multiple-testing correction threshold for exome-wide significance (p-value threshold of 8.61 × 10-171 
7; Figure 1, Table 2, Extended Data Table 2). KDM5C harbored an exome-wide significant enrichment of 172 
protein-altering (LoF + all missense) DNVs (Extended Data Table 2, Table 2). Quantile-quantile plots for all 173 
variant classes are shown in Supplementary Figure 3. Greater enrichment was observed in LoF-intolerant 174 
genes with multiple DNVs (12.6-fold enrichment; P = 3.3 × 10−17 by 1M permutations; Table 2), supporting 175 
these as causal AC disease genes. Two genes with pLI > 0.9 (ADNP and MAP2K1) had recurrent damaging 176 
DNVs (Table 2).  177 
 178 
Each high-pLI AC gene surpassing exome-wide significance thresholds in both DeNovoWEST and 179 
DenovolyzeR analyses also surpassed the evidence threshold set by the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man 180 
(OMIM) database to be considered a bona fide causal gene of at least one OMIM disease (Supplementary 181 
Table 2). Indeed, damaging DNVs in high-pLI genes linked to diseases in OMIM were markedly enriched in 182 
AC cases but not in controls (6.95-fold enrichment; P = 3.68 × 10−56 by 1M permutations; Table 3). From the 183 
observed excess of damaging DNVs in intolerant genes, we estimate that these genes account for ~16.0% of 184 
cases studied (see Methods). Taken together, these results indicate that ACs are highly associated with DNVs 185 
in high-pLI OMIM genes with elevated fetal brain expression.  186 
 187 
AC-associated genes encode transcriptional regulators with critical roles in brain development   188 
 189 
Each exome-wide significant AC gene is a transcriptional regulator that plays a critical role in brain development 190 
(Supplementary Table 2). For example, chromatin modifiers ARID1B, ADNP, and KDM5C contained 15 total 191 
protein-damaging or -altering DNVs (Figure 1D and Table 2). ARID1B and ADNP encode interacting subunits 192 
of the neural-specific ATP-dependent SWI/SNF (BAF) chromatin remodeling complex 44. ARID1B, mutated in 193 
AD Coffin-Siris syndrome type 1 (OMIM # 135900), contained six LoF DNVs (three stop-gain, three frameshifts) 194 
and one D-mis DNV (p.E2082K). ADNP, a homeodomain-containing zinc finger transcription factor implicated 195 
in AD Helsmoortel-van der Aa type of intellectual disability (OMIM # 615873), contained four LoF DNVs (three 196 
stop-gain, one frameshift), including the recurrent p.Y719X mutation in two unrelated AC probands. KDM5C, 197 
encoding an H3K4me3 and H3K4me2 demethylase mutated in X-linked Claes-Jensen-type intellectual 198 
disability (OMIM# 300534), contained three D-mis DNVs (p.E463K, p.R638H, and p.T646M) that all impact 199 
conserved residues of the protein’s JmjC histone demethylase domain (Figure 1D) that are predicted to result 200 
in significant ionic repulsion or steric clashes that inhibit demethylase activity (Supplementary Figure 4).  201 
  202 
Transcriptional regulators FOXP1, DDX3X, and PURA contained ten total protein-damaging DNVs (Figure 1D 203 
and Table 2). FOXP1, encoding a forkhead box (FOX) transcription factor associated with AD mental 204 
retardation with language impairment, with or without autistic features (OMIM # 613670) (Supplementary 205 
Table 2), harbored two LoF (p.S448X and p.Q211X) and two D-Mis DNVs (p.R513H and p.Y469C). The latter 206 
impacts conserved residues of the main forkhead domain of the protein and are predicted to disrupt DNA 207 
binding (Figure 1D, Table 2, Supplementary Figure 4) 45. DDX3X, a DEAD-box ATP-dependent RNA 208 
helicase associated with X-linked Snijders Blok-type intellectual disability (OMIM# 300958) (Supplementary 209 



Table 2), contained one LoF (p.Q27fs) and two D-Mis DNVs (p.R310L and p.T482I) that both impact conserved 210 
residues in the helicase domain and predicted to disrupt separation of double-stranded DNA strands (Figure 211 
1D, Table 2, Supplementary Figure 2). PURA, encoding the Transcriptional Activator Protein Pur-Alpha 212 
mutated in AD neurodevelopmental disorder with neonatal respiratory insufficiency, hypotonia, and feeding 213 
difficulties (OMIM # 616158), contained one LoF (p.A13fs) and two D-mis DNVs (p.F73S and p.I188T) (Figure 214 
1D, Table 2). p.F73S and p.I188T impact highly conserved residues in the DNA- and RNA-binding PUR II 215 
domain of the protein critical for transcriptional regulation (Figure 1D).  216 
 217 
MAP2K1, encoding mitogen-activated protein kinase (MEK1), contained three D-mis DNVs, including p.T55P 218 
and the recurrent p.Y130C mutation in two unrelated AC probands. p.T55P and p.Y130C are predicted to 219 
destabilize the ATP binding site of the MEK1 kinase domain (Figure 1D and Table 2, Supplementary Figure 220 
4). MEK1 mediates FGF2-induced chromatin remodeling by regulating H3 methylation 46 and is required for 221 
gliogenesis by regulating the expression of transcription factors Etv5/Erm and CoupTF-II 47. Somatic MAP2K1 222 
variants have been identified in several cancers 48 and germline variants in MAP2K1, including p.Y130C, have 223 
been described in AD Cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome type 3 (OMIM # 615279) (Supplementary Table 2) 49. 224 
The orthologous Mek1Y130C mutation in mice leads to MAPK hyperactivation sensitive to MEK and RAF 225 
inhibition 49 and recapitulates specific cardiofaciocutaneous phenotypes 50.  226 
 227 
Notably, while many AC probands harboring variants in these exome-wide significant genes exhibited 228 
developmental delay, and some had other findings suggestive of a syndrome, few probands showed the 229 
constellation of phenotypes that would be typical of a single specific syndrome  (Supplementary Figure 5). 230 
For example, the unrelated AC probands harboring the identical MAP2K1 de novo p.Y130C variant, while both 231 
having cerebral palsy and seizures, did not have the other classic features characteristic of 232 
cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome, which may, in part, explain why the physician referred these patients for 233 
exome genetic testing rather than more targeted gene panel testing. These findings underscore the phenotypic 234 
heterogeneity among patients with mutations in these genes and show how molecular diagnosis can assist 235 
when the clinical diagnosis is complicated by an atypical presentation.  236 
 237 
DNVs impact genes in pathways regulating the epigenome     238 
 239 
To identify other potential AC genes and gain insight into the molecular pathways impacted by their DNVs, we 240 
performed GOrilla pathway analysis (see Methods) on genes with a pLI > 0.9 that harbored ≥2 protein-altering 241 
DNVs with at least one protein-damaging DNV (“high-confidence (hc)-AC genes” [28 total genes]) and ≥1 242 
damaging DNVs (“possible (p)-AC genes” [124 total genes]) (Supplementary Table 3). Among top-scoring 243 
gene ontology (GO) terms, we identified the most significant enrichment in biological processes related to 244 
nervous system development (GO:0007399; 6.48-fold enrichment; modified Fisher’s exact test P = 3.03 × 10−5 245 
after Bonferroni correction), DNA-templated transcription regulation (GO:0045893; 5.21-fold enrichment; P = 246 
6.04 × 10−4), chromatin remodeling (GO:0006338; 3.24-fold enrichment; P = 0.003), and histone-lysine N-247 
methyltransferase activity (GO:0018024; 3.07-fold enrichment; P = 0.004). (Supplementary Figure 6) 248 
Restricting pathway analysis to hc-AC genes revealed the top-scoring overall enriched biological process to 249 
be chromatin remodeling (GO:0006338; 4.12-fold enrichment; P = 0.006) (Figure 2A). Accordingly, damaging 250 
DNVs in genes of GO:0045893 (3.22-fold enrichment; P = 2.62 × 10−13), GO: 0006338 (9.27-fold enrichment; 251 
P = 1.89 × 10−17), and GO:0071565 (30.7-fold enrichment; P = 3.35 × 10−11) were significantly enriched in AC 252 
cases but not in controls (Figure 2A; Supplementary Figure 6). 253 
 254 
20 out of 296 damaging DNVs were identified in genes included in GO:0045893 (positive regulation of DNA-255 
templated transcription), including nine LoF and 11 D-mis variants in a total of seven genes (Supplementary 256 
Table 4, Supplementary Figure 6). Multiple GO:0045893 genes were also represented in the enriched 257 
histone-lysine N-methyltransferase activity GO:0018024 gene set and the chromatin remodeling GO:0006338 258 
gene set. For example, two damaging DNVs (one nonsense, one splice-site) were identified in ARID1A, a 259 
component of the same neural-specific nBAF ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complex that includes two 260 



other exome-wide significant AC genes, ARID1B and ADNP (Figure 2B) 51. Additionally, damaging DNVs were 261 
identified in KMT2D (1 frameshift) and KMT2A (1 splice-site). Like exome-wide significant AC gene KDM5C 262 
(Figure 2B), KMT2D and KMT2A modify chromatin via H3K4 methylation 52. These results implicate 263 
epigenomic dysregulation due to germline DNV in AC pathogenesis (Figure 2B).  264 
 265 
AC genes converge in midgestational neural precursors and arachnoid cells 266 
 267 
To gain insight into the developmental time points, cell types, and molecular pathways involved in AC biology, 268 
we performed spatiotemporal consensus Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) 53, 269 
leveraging a large bulk RNAseq data set encompassing multiple human brain regions across development and 270 
into early childhood 54. We constructed 88 modules characterized by genes that share highly similar expression 271 
patterns during brain development across different cortical regions and therefore likely to be involved in similar 272 
functions 55. Each module was assessed for relative enrichment of genes for AC, autism, epilepsy, congenital 273 
heart disease, and human height (as a negative control) using logistic regression (please see Methods for 274 
details regarding gene lists). 275 
 276 
Both hc-AC and p-AC genes converged in several modules in the midgestational human cortex 54. The most 277 
significant of these was the post-conceptional week (PCW) 12-17 “royal-blue” module (adjusted P = 1.15 × 278 
10−12; 6.99-fold enrichment; Figure 2C, D). Notably, this module also exhibited the highest enrichment for 279 
autism genes but was not enriched for epilepsy genes (Figure 2C). The “brown” module was also enriched 280 
with AC genes (Figure 2C). Both the royal blue and brown modules exhibited peak gene expression early in 281 
development at PCW 12-17 (Figure 2D). In contrast, the only module to show enrichment for both AC genes 282 
and epilepsy genes, “lightcyan”, is expressed much later in neurodevelopment at 10-12 months (Figure 2D). 283 
Human height genes were not enriched in any of the defined modules. Notably, the royal blue module was the 284 
only enriched module when the analysis was restricted to hcAC genes alone (6.89-fold enrichment; adjusted 285 
P = 1.86 × 10−04; Figure 2C). Genes expressed in the royal blue module are enriched for those involved in 286 
histone regulation (WP:2369; adjusted P = 1.21 × 10−04), including H3 acetylation (GO:0043966; enrichment 287 
9.72-fold; adjusted P = 1.73 × 10−07) and methyltransferase activity (GO:0018024; 11.2-fold enrichment; 288 
adjusted P = 8.91 × 10−07), including H3-trimethyl-K4-specific modifications (GO:0042800; 8.14-fold 289 
enrichment; adjusted P = 1.19 × 10−05) (Figure 2). 290 
 291 
We next studied AC gene expression using two different sc-RNAseq transcriptomic atlases. One comprised 292 
144,047 total cells from 20 brain regions and 11 developmental periods 56; the second included 8,851 total 293 
cells from all three layers of the embryonic forebrain meninges 57. We again constructed modules comprised 294 
of co-expressed genes which we then mapped to specific cell type clusters. These were then assessed for 295 
enrichment of AC and other disease genes (see Methods). Of the 42 cell subtypes of brain parenchymal cells 296 
56 (Figure 2E, F), hcAC genes were most significantly enriched in two subtypes: “ExN9” cells (adjusted P = 297 
1.99 × 10-04), an excitatory embryonic neuron sub-cluster, and “InN4b” cells (adjusted P = 7.94 × 10-04), middle 298 
layer interneuron clusters originating from the medial ganglionic eminence 56 (Figure 2). Corroborating the 299 
overlap between hcAC genes and autism genes noted in our bulk RNAseq WGCNA analysis (see Figure 2C), 300 
both ExN9 and InN4b cell types are among the most highly enriched cell types for autism genes (Figure 2H). 301 
hcAC genes were also enriched in the “OPC3” oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPC), a subtype of glial cells 302 
responsible for myelin regeneration (adjusted P = 2.00 × 10-03) (Figure 2H). Human height genes were not 303 
enriched in any of the 42 cell subtypes. 304 
 305 
In a parallel analysis performed on the meningeal dataset 57 (Figure 2F), p-AC genes were enriched in a cluster 306 
of “meninges 3 (arachnoid)” cells (P = 2.31 × 10-03) as well as “meninges 4 (dura)” cells (P = 4.62 × 10-03) 307 
(Figure 2I). Module 3 was the only module both enriched in hcAC genes and significantly enriched in specific 308 
meningeal cell types (meninges 3, P = 3.65 x 10-3, and meninges 4, P = 1.21 x 10-2 Supplementary Figure 309 
7). Genes in this module were enriched for pathways related to the structural integrity of the arachnoid cell 310 
barrier 58,59, including the regulation of stress fiber assembly (GO:0051492; 6.5-fold enrichment; Adjusted P = 311 



8.15 x 10-5), focal adhesion (GO:0005925; 3.73-fold enrichment; Adjusted P = 2.33 x 10-05), and cell-cell 312 
adhesion (GO:0098742; 5.0-fold enrichment; adjusted P = 3.81 x 10-7) (Figure 2J. Supplementary Figure 7).  313 
 314 
A classification of ACs derived from unsupervised clustering of phenome data  315 
 316 
Since the majority of our AC patients came from a pediatric exome referral population, we examined the AC 317 
genes for whether they are associated with additional phenotypes and known or suspected Mendelian diseases 318 
that could explain the patients’ complex presentations. The overlap of exome-wide significant AC genes with 319 
multiple OMIM disease genes (Supplementary Table 2) prompted our examination of AC genes with other 320 
diseases using DisGeNET 60 (Methods). The results demonstrate a highly significant overlap between AC 321 
genes and genes implicated in muscle hypotonia (P = 4.08 x 10-57: one-tailed Fisher’s exact test), dysmorphic 322 
features (P = 9.71 x 10-57), intellectual disability (1.51 x 10-55), delayed speech and language development 323 
(1.73 x 10-52), and others (Supplementary Table 5 and Figure 3A). We therefore systematically characterized 324 
the associated phenotypes of our AC probands by examining their health histories using a natural language 325 
processing algorithm (txt2hpo: https://github.com/GeneDx/txt2hpo) (Methods). Several HPO terms were 326 
frequently present in our AC probands, including “developmental delay” (71.7%, HP:0012758; ranging from 327 
mild forms such as delayed social development [HP:0012434], mild global developmental delay [HP0011342], 328 
and delayed ability to stand [HP:0025335], to more severe forms such as severe receptive/expressive 329 
language delay [HP:0011352/HP:0006863] and profound global developmental delay [HP:0012736]), 330 
“craniofacial anomalies” (45.7%, HP0000234; encompassing but not limited to abnormal skull morphology 331 
[HP:0000929]), abnormality of the fontanelles of cranial sutures [HP0000235], and decreased calvarial 332 
ossification [HP:0005474], often seen overlying ACs); “seizures” (34.8%, HP:0001250); “macrocephaly” 333 
(18.1%, HP:0000256); and “autism” (17.8%, HP:0000729) (Supplementary Table 1).  334 
 335 
After running UMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection) on patient phenotypes (Methods), AC 336 
probands were clustered using HDBSCAN into four clinical clusters (Figure 3B) 61. Clusters were characterized 337 
using two different statistical metrics that highlight the commonality of certain terms (phenotypic traits) within a 338 
cluster: Term frequency (Tf) and Term frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (Tf-IDF) (Methods). As 339 
expected, all clusters had a Tf of 1.0 for the term “arachnoid cyst” (HP:0100702) (Supplementary Table 6). 340 
Cluster 1 was not distinguished by any outlier Tf-IDF rates (as defined by a Tf-IDF >1.5 times the IQR above 341 
the third quartile) and thus had no distinctive non-AC phenotypic marker (Figure 3, Supplementary Table 6). 342 
In contrast, the Tf-IDF statistic identified “seizures” (Tf=1.0; HP:0001250) as an outlying phenotype for cluster 343 
2, “hypotonia” (Tf=0.99, HP:0001290) for cluster 3, and “hypotonia” and “seizures” for cluster 4 (Figure 3). A 344 
complete list of Tfs per cluster can be found in Extended Data Table 3. Based on these data, we classified 345 
cluster 1 ACs as low phenotypic complexity (“simple”), clusters 2 and 3 as medium phenotypic complexity 346 
(“mixed”), and cluster 4 as high phenotypic complexity (“complex”). Consistent with severe 347 
neurodevelopmental phenotypes being easier to diagnose at earlier ages, the average age of probands with 348 
complex ACs was younger (cluster 4; 8.1 + 0.05 yrs) than those with simple ACs (cluster 1; 11.5 + 0.1 yrs; 349 
p<0.0001 by two-tailed t-test).  350 
 351 
Genes with synonymous DNVs were not enriched in any specific clinical AC cluster (Extended Data Table 4). 352 
Compared to simple (cluster 1) and mixed (cluster 2 and 3) ACs, complex (cluster 4) ACs were more highly 353 
associated with genes harboring damaging DNVs, including hcAC and exome-wide significant genes (Figure 354 
3, Extended Data Table 4). ARID1B, DDX3X, KDM5C, and PURA contributed disproportionately to this signal, 355 
with >50% of DNVs in these genes localizing to the complex AC cluster (Figure 3). Higher-complexity AC 356 
clusters were also enriched for DNVs in genes associated with 9 of our top 10 DisGeNET phenotypes (Figure 357 
3, Extended Data Table 4). DNVs in genes associated with specific DisGeNET phenotypes were enriched in 358 
the corresponding clusters defined by the matching outlier Tf-IDF phenotype terms. For example, Clusters 3 359 
and 4, uniquely identified by Tf-IDF as hypotonia clusters, also showed significant enrichment for DNVs in 360 
known DisGeNET hypotonia genes (Figure 3, Extended Data Table 4). These results suggest unsupervised 361 
clustering can segregate AC probands into meaningful phenomic-genomic subtypes.  362 



 363 
DISCUSSION 364 
 365 
To date, damaging genomic variants have not been considered major contributors to ACs, but our findings 366 
challenge this dogma. We provide cohort-level statistical evidence that rare, damaging DNVs are associated 367 
with AC. The cohort-wide enrichment of DNVs is consistent with the observation that most AC cases are 368 
sporadic 62. The observed fraction of patients with damaging variants allows the inference that ~20% of studied 369 
cases studied are attributable to damaging DNVs (see Methods). These data indicate that genomic variants 370 
represent an important, independent, and historically overlooked contributor to the etiology of AC. 371 
 372 
We found evidence in our cohort for both known disease genes and genes previously unassociated with human 373 
phenotypes. Identification of independently arising, identical DNVs in ADNP and MAP2K1 indicates that 374 
monogenic contributions to AC exist but could be under-recognized. Notably, all seven of the exome-wide 375 
significant AC genes are highly expressed in the fetal brain and all are associated with an OMIM-catalogued 376 
Mendelian disease that features prominent neurodevelopmental phenotypes as part of the syndrome (see 377 
Supplementary Table 2). ACs may therefore represent anatomic correlates or radiographic biomarkers of 378 
more fundamental defects in brain development, and the associated neurodevelopmental phenotypes in AC 379 
patients may arise not from cyst mass effect per se but rather from impairment of neuronal connectivity 380 
secondary to germline DNV. The high association of AC genes with other DisGeNET phenotypes 60, the relative 381 
lack of efficacy of AC fenestration for non-hydrocephalic phenotypes such as epilepsy 63, and the increased 382 
rates of ACs in Mendelian diseases such as Acrocallosal, Chudley-McCullough, Aicardi, and Pallister-Hall 383 
syndromes, among others 24-26 all support this hypothesis. 384 
 385 
Chromatin is dynamically modulated by proteins that epigenetically modify DNA and histones, as well as by 386 
larger protein complexes that physically alter genome accessibility and topology. Spatiotemporal coordination 387 
of chromatin activity through its regulation of gene transcription 64 is essential for the fundamental cellular 388 
processes that underlie brain morphogenesis and neuronal connectivity 65. Our gene- and cohort-wide network 389 
biology analyses support a major role for chromatin modifiers and other transcriptional regulators in AC 390 
pathobiology (Figure 2B). These include interacting components of the neural-specific ATP-dependent BAF 391 
(SWI/SNF) chromatin remodeling complex 66,67, and multiple enzymes involved in H3K4 methylation editing 68. 392 
These genes overlap with those containing the greatest number of sequence variants in DECIPHER, a clinical 393 
and genetic database of individuals with global developmental delay, intellectual disability, microcephaly, and 394 
other developmental conditions 69. The above findings also imply dosage sensitivity for these chromatin marks 395 
in AC, recalling the haploinsufficiency for chromatin-modifying and -remodeling genes previously implicated in 396 
autism 70, congenital heart disease 71, and diverse cancers 72. Investigation of the consequences of these 397 
mutations on specific enhancers and promoters and the genes they regulate should provide further insight into 398 
AC pathogenesis.  399 
 400 
Integrated exome and transcriptome analysis (including scRNAseq data from >152,898 cells of the developing 401 
human brain and meninges) shed insight into the temporal dynamics and spatial patterns of AC gene 402 
expression. AC genes converge in neural precursor cells and developmental epochs that overlap with autism 403 
genes, and to a lesser extent, epilepsy genes, and are related to the function of developing excitatory and 404 
inhibitory circuits. This may shed light on the association of ACs with, and lack of surgical efficacy for, these 405 
and other co-morbid neurodevelopmental phenotypes in AC patients 73 74,75. AC gene expression in arachnoid 406 
barrier cells, and their potential regulation of pathways in these cells that are pertinent to the 407 
mechanotransduction apparatus that links arachnoid cells to one another and the extracellular matrix 76 is 408 
consistent with the six-decade-old developmental “splitting” hypothesis of the bilayered arachnoid epithelium 409 
in AC pathogenesis 77. These hypotheses will be difficult to test in mice and other smooth-brained model 410 
systems, in which ACs are absent. Nonetheless, the next experimental steps could include scRNA-seq 411 
interrogation of control and patient-derived tissue to define impaired transcriptional networks; ChIP-seq to 412 
characterize chromatin modifications and binding proteins; and deep exome sequencing to detect somatic 413 



variants that may explain the unilaterality and phenotypic heterogeneity of cysts and associated phenotypes 414 
78. 415 
 416 
Our agnostic, comprehensive analysis of physician-reported phenotypes revealed high rates of 417 
neurodevelopmental phenotypes such as developmental delay, epilepsy, and autism in our AC probands 418 
(Supplementary Table 1, Extended Data Table 3). This is consistent with earlier studies reporting the 419 
association of neurodevelopmental phenotypes in ACs 20, albeit with a higher frequency in our study. The 420 
difference likely reflects our predominantly pediatric AC cohort, the inclusion of a large number of cases from 421 
a clinical referral laboratory, and our systematic phenotype assessment of probands using natural language 422 
processing. As most ACs lacking obstructive hydrocephalus are not usually referred by neurosurgeons for 423 
formal neurodevelopmental assessment to uncover mild or more subtle cognitive and motor delays, we 424 
hypothesize that prior rates of incidence of these phenotypes are underestimates. Continued implementation 425 
of natural language processing to assist in deep phenotyping of large cohorts may reveal similar trends in other 426 
neurosurgical diseases. 427 
 428 
A limitation of our study is the failure to consider other types of genetic variants and non-genetic inheritance 429 
(i.e., epigenetics). Rare, de novo copy number variants may account for another small fraction; rare or common 430 
transmitted variants may account for many more. Non-coding mutations cannot be dismissed. Evidence of 431 
dosage sensitivity of many chromatin-modifying genes raises the possibility that environmental perturbations 432 
of these pathways in critical developmental windows might phenocopy the effects of these mutations. Still 433 
another limitation is our focus on DNVs without evaluating epistatic effects and other types of complex genetic 434 
variations. Future cohorts combining whole-genome sequencing, transcriptomics, and epigenomics will help 435 
elucidate these questions.  436 
 437 
Our findings have clinical implications worthy of validation in other, larger cohorts. In cases where ACs cause 438 
obstructive hydrocephalus from mass effect, the decision for neurosurgical decompression or shunting is 439 
straightforward and can be lifesaving. However, the decision to operate on ACs in the context of seizures, 440 
language or motor delay, or neurobehavioral and psychiatric symptoms can be challenging 63,79-81. 441 
Nonetheless, a survey of neurosurgeons indicated >30% would recommend surgery for a Sylvian fissure AC 442 
if the patient presented with psychomotor retardation 82. Surgical outcomes in such cases are inconsistent 83. 443 
Exome sequencing in these scenarios may be a useful adjunct to help guide treatment decisions and 444 
prognostication. For example, the discovery of a damaging DNV in a high-pLI OMIM gene might increase the 445 
threshold for a neurosurgeon to offer surgery, even in the presence of very impressive MRI findings (e.g., see 446 
Figure 1A), because signs and symptoms in these cases may more directly reflect an inborn genetic insult 447 
than pathological sequelae of AC-dependent mass effect. The patient and family may be better served by 448 
referral for genetic follow-up and counseling and early interventions for speech, neurobehavioral, and physical 449 
therapies. 450 
 451 
Neurosurgery is predicated on operative precision to achieve its therapeutic goals while limiting morbidity and 452 
mortality. The history of neurosurgical progress has been dependent on technological breakthroughs allowing 453 
ever-increasing operative precision. Examples include the introduction of microsurgical techniques enabled by 454 
advances in optics, and intra-operative cranial navigation driven by innovations in neuroimaging. Recent 455 
advances in DNA sequencing, single-cell transcriptomics, and natural language processing, along with the now 456 
almost standard use of the electronic medical record, have coalesced to make the present an opportune 457 
moment to increase knowledge of ACs and other historically understudied sporadic structural brain diseases , 458 
including hydrocephalus 35,84, Chiari malformations 85, neurovascular malformations 32,86,87, and 459 
craniosynostosis 88,89. These notoriously heterogeneous disorders have often been treated with one-size-fits-460 
all operative approaches, leading to varied and unpredictable treatment responses, sometimes with 461 
devastating consequences. Continued study of these disorders with systems-level, integrative multi-omics 462 
approaches may replace or supplement current antiquated, anatomically-based disease classification systems 463 



with a molecular nomenclature that could increase precision for counseling, prognostication, and surgical 464 
treatment stratification – including when not to operate (primum non nocere).  465 
 466 
METHODS 467 
 468 
Patients and data harmonization 469 
 470 
Trios comprised patients from an academic healthcare-based center (Yale-CMG) and a clinical laboratory 471 
referral center (GeneDx). Regarding the former, all study procedures and protocols comply with Yale 472 
University’s Human Investigation Committee and Human Research Protection Program. Written informed 473 
consent for genetic studies was obtained from all participants. Patients and participating family members 474 
provided buccal swab samples (Isohelix SK-2S DNA buccal swab kits), medical records, neuroimaging studies, 475 
operative reports, and phenotypic data. For GeneDx, all study procedures and protocols comply with guidelines 476 
set forth by the Western Institutional Review Board, Puyallup, WA (WIRB 20162523). Informed consent was 477 
obtained from all individuals undergoing genetic testing and/or medical record review, and WIRB waived 478 
authorization to use de-identified aggregate data. Individuals or institutions who opted out of this type of data 479 
use were excluded. Samples and patient data were provided to GeneDx as described 90. Criteria for inclusion 480 
of GeneDx and Yale-CMG probands in this study was the presence of radiographically defined primary (i.e., 481 
idiopathic) cerebral ACs, as read by a neuroradiologist and confirmed by a neurosurgeon when needed. 482 
Participants were excluded if their medical records indicated the AC was of a secondary origin and therefore 483 
likely to be a brain cyst of a different nature (e.g., a porencephalic cyst secondary to brain hemorrhage, or a 484 
tumor-related cyst).  485 
 486 
Medical record data from patients were abstracted into Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO), which include 487 
positive and negative confirmation across over 14,000 phenotypes in the HPO library (August 2021 release 488 
date; https://hpo.jax.org/app/). Extraction was performed using txt2hpo (https://github.com/GeneDx/txt2hpo), a 489 
python library for extracting HPO-phenotypes from text, with natural language capabilities including inflection 490 
(i.e., ‘hypotonia’ vs. ‘hypotonic’) and negation (i.e., ‘hydrocephalus’ vs. ‘no hydrocephalus’). To avoid sampling 491 
bias, phenotypic data underwent a process of harmonization. Because phenotyping of the GeneDx cohort was 492 
performed with txt2hpo on complete medical records, it cataloged the absence and presence of phenotypic 493 
traits across over 14,000 variables. The Yale-CMG cohort was phenotyped across 860 variables due to the 494 
survey-based nature of patient data collection. We thereby restricted the GeneDx phenotyping to the identical 495 
variable set queried in the Yale-CMG cohort (Extended Data Table 5). This avoided variables unique to the 496 
GeneDx cohort becoming drivers of the UMAP/clustering process and obviated any cohort effect. Yale-CMG 497 
variables were then translated into HPO language (output of txt2hpo) after concatenating both datasets. 498 
Phenotypic clustering using the UMAP/HBDSCAN method was performed (See below).  499 
 500 
Controls consisted of 1,798 unaffected siblings of people with ASD and unaffected parents from SSC 43. 501 
Permission to access the genomic data in the SSC on the National Institute of Mental Health Data Repository 502 
was obtained. Written informed consent for all participants was provided by the Simons Foundation Autism 503 
Research Initiative. 504 
 505 
Exome sequencing and variant calling 506 
 507 
For Yale-CMG cohort, exome capture was performed on genomic DNA samples derived from saliva or blood 508 
using the NimbleGen SeqCap EZ MedExome Target Enrichment kit (Roche) or the xGen target capture kit 509 
(IDT), followed by 101 or 148 base paired-end sequencing on Illumina platforms as described 35. Sequence 510 
reads were aligned to human reference genome GRCh37/hg19 using BWA-MEM. Single nucleotide variants 511 
and small indels were called using GATK HaplotypeCaller 91,92 and FreeBayes 93 and annotated with 512 
ANNOVAR 94. Minor allele frequencies were annotated using the gnomAD and Bravo databases 95-97. For the 513 
GeneDx cohort, samples were sequenced and aligned with either SureSelect Human All Exon v4 (Agilent), 514 



Clinical Research Exome (Agilent), or xGen Exome Research Panel v1.0 (IDT), and sequenced with either 515 
2x100 or 2x150bp reads on Illumina HiSeq 2000, 2500, 4000, or NovaSeq 6000 as previously described 90. 516 
Aligned BAM files (GRCh37/hg19) were converted to CRAM format with Samtools version 1.3.1 and indexed. 517 
Individual gVCF files were called with GATK v3.7-0 HaplotypeCaller 91,98 in gVCF mode by restricting output 518 
regions to plus/minus 50bp of the RefGene primary coding regions. Single-sample gVCF files were then 519 
combined into multisample gVCF files, with each combined file containing 200 samples. These multi-sample 520 
GVCF files were then jointly genotyped using GATK GenotypeGVCFs 91. GATK VariantRecalibrator (VQSR) 521 
was applied for both SNPs and small INDELs, with known SNPs from 1000 Genomes phase 1 high confidence 522 
set and “gold standard” INDELs from Mills et al 99. Variants in VQSR VCF files were then annotated with 523 
ANNOVAR as previously described.  524 
 525 
De novo calling and filtering 526 
 527 
DNVs were called as previously described 42. DNV calls were filtered to create a high-quality set using the 528 
parameters below: 529 
• Read depth (DP) >10 in the proband and both parents 530 
• Variant allele frequency (VAF) > 0.15 in the proband for SNVs and VAF > 0.25 for indels 531 
• > 3 reads supporting the alternative allele 532 
• Genotype Quality (GQ) score > 40 533 
• Log odds of being a true variant versus being false from VQSR > -10 outputted from GATK 534 
• Any variant with a general population frequency above 0.01 was also excluded based on 1000 Genomes 535 

and ExAC variant population frequency data. 536 
• Filter out DNVs called > 4 times in the parental samples in the cohort 537 
• Filter out DNVs with VAF < 0.3 and VQSLOD < 7 538 
• Filter out de novo indels > 100bp 539 
• Filter out de novo variants not on chromosome X, with a VAF of 1 540 
 541 
The impact of non-synonymous variants on protein function was inferred using DeNovoWEST 42 542 
(https://github.com/queenjobo/DeNovoWEST), which scores all classes of sequence variants on a unified 543 
severity scale based on empirically estimated positive predictive pathogenicity values. This software was 544 
utilized to assess gene-wise DNV enrichment. Orthogonal analysis with DenovolyzeR classified missense 545 
variants as “deleterious” (referred to as D-mis) when predicted as deleterious by MetaSVM or with MPC score 546 
≥ 2 100-102. Inferred loss-of-function (LoF) variants include stop-gains, stop-losses, frameshift-insertions and -547 
deletions, and canonical splice site variants. Protein-damaging variants included LoF and D-mis variants and 548 
protein-altering variants comprised of LoF and all missense variants.  549 
 550 
Kinship analysis 551 
 552 
The relationship between proband and parents was estimated with pairwise identity-by-descent (IBD) 553 
calculation in PLINK 103. The IBD sharing between the proband and parents in all trios is between 45% and 554 
55%.  555 
 556 
De novo enrichment analysis 557 
 558 
The burden of DNVs in AC cases and in unaffected ASD controls was respectively determined using the 559 
DeNovoWest 42 and the denovolyzeR tools 102. DeNovoWEST is the testing framework we used to assess 560 
gene-wise DNV enrichment (https://github.com/queenjobo/DeNovoWEST). For DeNovoWest, each observed 561 
DNV in our dataset was assigned a mutation severity score, a proxy for expected deleteriousness of the 562 
mutation42. For each gene, we then calculated a gene severity score, the sum of all mutation severity scores 563 
for that gene. There are two components to DeNovoWEST: the overall enrichment test, which includes all 564 



variant consequences, and the gain-of-function specific test, which assesses enrichment and clustering of 565 
missense variants only. Each gene was subjected to an enrichment test using all non-synonymous DNVs, 566 
followed by a test designed to detect genes probably acting by an altered function mechanism (combining of 567 
missense enrichment test with a missense clustering test). We then applied a Bonferroni multiple-testing 568 
correction accounting for the number of genes (n = 19,347) and two tests per gene. The value of correction for 569 
DeNovoWest is α = 1.29x10-6 = (0.05/[2 tests x 19,347 genes])  570 
 571 
For DenovolyzeR, the expected number of DNVs in the case and control cohorts across each functional class 572 
was calculated by taking the sum of each functional class-specific probability multiplied by the number of 573 
probands in the study x 2 (diploid genomes). Then, the expected number of DNVs across functional classes 574 
was compared to the observed number in each study using a Poisson test 104. Gene-set enrichment analyses 575 
considered only mutations observed or expected in genes within the specified gene set (i.e., high brain-576 
expressed, LoF-intolerant). 577 
 578 
To examine whether any individual gene contains more protein-altering DNVs than expected, the expected 579 
number of protein-altering DNVs was calculated from the corresponding probability, adjusting for cohort size. 580 
The Poisson test was then used to compare the observed DNMs for each gene versus expected. As separate 581 
tests were performed for protein-altering, protein-damaging and LoF DNVs, the relevant Bonferroni multiple-582 
testing threshold is, therefore, equal to α = 8.6x10-7 (= 0.05/[3 tests x19,347 genes]). 583 
 584 
Gene lists for specific diseases  585 
 586 
Genes were classified as high-confidence AC genes if they reached multiple testing-corrected exome-wide 587 
significance in our analysis, or if they had two or more protein-altering DNVs with at least one damaging variant 588 
in predictive loss-of-function-intolerant (pLI) genes. Genes were classified as “possible” if they harbored ≥ 1 589 
damaging DNV in a gene with pLI score greater than 0.9 in ExAC. As a result, we identified 28 high-confidence 590 
AC genes and 124 possible AC genes (see Supplementary Table 3). Gene lists not related to AC were 591 
adapted from publications referenced 33,105,106.  592 
 593 
Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) 594 
 595 
A processed bulk-RNAseq expression data set encompassing sixteen human brain regions across the human 596 
development 107 was used for robust consensus WGCNA. Analysis was limited to timepoints between 597 
gestational week 9 and postnatal year 3. We removed samples > 3 standard deviations above the mean sample 598 
network connectivity. Network analysis was performed with WGCNA 108, assigning genes to specific modules 599 
based on bi-weight mid-correlations among genes. Soft threshold power of 10 was chosen to achieve scale-600 
free topology (r2 > 0.9). Then a signed co-expression network was generated. The topological overlap matrix 601 
was clustered hierarchically using average linkage hierarchical clustering (using `1 – TOM` as a dis-similarity 602 
measure). The topological overlap dendrogram was used to define modules using a minimum module size of 603 
40, a deep split of 4, merge threshold of 0.1.  604 
 605 
Module enrichment analysis 606 
 607 
Module gene lists were obtained via WGCNA as described above. In a background set of all genes categorized 608 
in co-expression modules, logistic regression was used for an indicator-based enrichment: 609 
is.disease ~ is.module + gene covariates (GC content, gene length, and mean expression in bulk RNA-seq 610 
atlas), as described previously (Walker, Ramaswami et al. 2019). Of the 88 WGCNA modules, the gray module, 611 
by WGCNA convention (Li, Santpere et al. 2018), contains all genes that do not co-express and are 612 
consequently unassigned to a co-expression network. Thus, the gray module was excluded from enrichment 613 
testing, and enrichment significance was defined at the Bonferroni multiple-testing cutoff (α = 5.68 × 10-04). 614 
 615 



Cell-type enrichment analysis 616 
 617 
Cell-type-enriched genes (cell type markers) were obtained from a scRNA-seq atlas of the human brain 618 
spanning from early fetal development into adulthood and from a scRNA-seq atlas of the mouse meninges. In 619 
a background set of all genes expressed in ≥3 cells of the scRNA-seq atlas, logistic regression was applied for 620 
indicator-based enrichment analysis: is.cell.type ~ is.disease + gene covariates (GC content, gene length). All 621 
p-values were adjusted with Bonferroni correction (α = 1.19 x 10-03 for the brain parenchyma and α = 8.33 x 622 
10-03 for the meninges) 623 
 624 
Gene Ontology enrichment analysis  625 
 626 
Using the identified AC gene lists and gene modules significantly enriched with the AC gene list, enrichment 627 
analysis was performed for gene ontologies (biological processes, cellular components, and molecular 628 
functions), biological pathways (Wiki pathways Human and Mouse), and upstream transcription factors 629 
(TRANSFAC and JASPAR) using the EnrichR R package Version 3.0 109. The top 10 terms with the lowest 630 
adjusted p-values were reported in the order from highest to lowest combined Z-scores. Similar analyses were 631 
also conducted with these lists using GOrilla 110, and QIAGEN Ingenuity Pathway Analysis 111. Adjusted p-632 
values < 0.05 were considered significant.  633 
 634 
Meninges single-cell transcriptomic analysis 635 
 636 
Single-cell gene expression in 8,581 cells was recorded from all layers of the mouse meninges. Seurat version 637 
4.0.3 was used to cluster cells into tissue layers characterized by specific meningeal layer gene markers as 638 
well as sub-clusters delineating meningeal layer cell subtypes within each cluster, as described previously 57. 639 
The resulting Seurat object was then imported into Monocle3 version 0.2.3 112 where 24 gene modules were 640 
created based upon relative co-expression, excluding genes found not to have any significant differential or 641 
co-regulatory expression. Bonferroni-corrected anatomical enrichment analysis was performed for each of the 642 
24 modules to identify specific meningeal tissue layers and meningeal cell subtypes enriched for each module. 643 
Further, Bonferroni-corrected hypergeometric enrichment analysis was performed for the pAC, hcAC, and 644 
exome-wide significant gene lists in each of the 24 gene modules to identify AC gene list-enriched modules. 645 
AC-enriched gene modules were then imported for gene ontology analysis in EnrichR version 3.0 as previously 646 
described 109.  647 
 648 
Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) analysis 649 
 650 
Given the comprehensive nature of the HPO vocabulary, and therefore, the relative paucity of some 651 
phenotypes within our cohort (~99% of all possible known phenotypes with no representation across our study 652 
population), the entire HPO vocabulary was collapsed into 1,000 clinically relevant parent phenotype groups 653 
in a process we termed pre-UMAP dimensionality reduction. Groups were based primarily on organ system 654 
(e.g., “inflammatory/rheumatic conditions”). Groups with any positive representation amongst our cohort are in 655 
Extended Data Table 5). Phenotypes relating to the neuroaxis, and therefore highly relevant to AC pathology, 656 
were excluded from dimensionality reduction to maintain a high degree of resolution on subtle differences in 657 
patients’ clinical neurological presentations (Extended Data Table 5). Participants' HPO term/group matrices 658 
were subjected to uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) 111 and displayed against two 659 
arbitrary X (UMAP1) and Y (UMAP2) axes. Clusters were assigned using HDBSCAN, a high-density based 660 
clustering algorithm 113. 661 
 662 
Cluster differentiation was defined in two ways:  663 
1) Term frequency (Tf) for each HPO-phenotype was calculated follows:  664 
 665 



( , ) = ,∑  ∈  666 
 667 
where f(t,c) represents the raw count of a study participant phenotype matrices containing term ‘t’ within a cluster 668 
‘c’ group, and ∑  ∈  represents the raw count of all study participant matrices in the cluster containing any 669 
term. Tf of all terms were then ranked in order with top Tfs displayed in Extended Data Table 5.  670 
 671 
2) Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (Tf-IDF), which accounts for relative over-representation of 672 
terms that are common across clusters (i.e., all clusters have 1.0 Tf for arachnoid cyst phenotype 673 
(HP:0100702), was also calculated in the following way:  674 
 675 − = ( , ) ×  ( , ) 676 
where 677 
 678 ( , ) =  |( ∈ : ∈ )|  679 
 680 
and where N is the total number of study participant matrices in the cohort (C) and |( ∈ : ∈ )| = the number 681 
of study participant matrices in which the term ‘t’ appears. Thus if term ‘t’ is present in all participant matrices 682 
in the cohort, IDF(t,C) = 0 and Tf-IDF = 0. Statistical outliers were defined as values falling above an additional 683 
1.5 times the interquartile range of the Tf-IDF value distribution.  684 
 685 
 686 
Estimating the number of AC genes 687 
 688 
A maximum likelihood approach was used to estimate the number of genes contributing to AC via de novo 689 
events as described previously 35. We defined K to be the number of observed protein-damaging DNVs in LoF-690 
intolerant genes among cases. R1 indicates the number of LoF-intolerant mutated exactly twice in cases and 691 
R2 indicates the number of LoF-intolerant genes mutated three times or more. We set the proportion (E) of 692 
protein-damaging mutations in genes based on the point estimate of enrichment in cases compared to 693 
expectation (E = (M1–M2)/M1, where M1 and M2 are the observed and expected count of protein-damaging 694 
variants per trio, respectively). We then simulated the likelihood function as follows: First, we randomly selected 695 
G genes from the of LoF-intolerant gene set. Next, we simulated the number of contributing protein-damaging 696 
variants in genes, i.e., C, by sampling once from Binomial (K,E) distribution. Then, we simulated C contributing 697 
protein-damaging variants in G genes and K-C non-contributing protein-damaging variants in the complete 698 
LoF-intolerant gene set, using each gene’s protein-damaging mutability score as probability weights. We 699 
performed 20,000 simulations for G from 3 to 300 and calculated the likelihood function L(G) as the proportion 700 
of simulations in which the number of genes with two protein-damaging DNV equals to R1 and the number of 701 
genes with three or more protein-damaging DNVs equals to R2. We then estimated the number of genes using 702 
the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE). Based on the likelihood function, we calculated the Fisher information 703 
and constructed the confidence interval based on the MLE and estimated Fisher information using the following 704 
equation. 705 
 706 ± 1.96 × 1ℎ   707 

 708 
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759 
Figure 1. Arachnoid cysts (ACs) are associated with de novo variants (DNVs) in high brain-760 
expressed (HBE) genes highly intolerant to loss-of-function (LoF) variants. (A) Representative 761 
imaging of AC probands. Axial, coronal, and sagittal T2-weighted brain magnetic resonance images 762 
(MRIs) demonstrate the locations and morphologies of representative ACs within our cohort. An 763 
anterior temporal AC in proband KAC_64-1. A holohemispheric AC eliciting a significant mass effect 764 
and adjacent cortical hypoplasia in KAC_68-1. A frontal convexity AC in KAC_63-1. A midline posterior 765 
fossa AC eliciting calvarial remodeling and significant mass effect on the cerebellum in KAC_7-1. A 766 
lateral posterior fossa AC causing effacement of the fourth ventricle and associated obstructive 767 
hydrocephalus in KAC_73-1. An interhemispheric AC with corpus callosum hypoplasia in KAC 27-1. 768 
Bilateral Sylvian fissure and anterior temporal ACs in KAC_22-3. A third ventricular AC causing 769 
obstructive hydrocephalus in KAC_34-1. (B) AC risk genes with HBE highly intolerant to LoF. LoF 770 
variants comprise premature termination, frameshift or splice site variants. pLI is a gene-wide constraint 771 
metric that estimates the probability of being intolerant to LoF variation. Mouse brain expression is 772 
determined by bulk RNA-seq expression at embryonic day (E) 9.5. The top quartile of brain expression 773 
is represented by the vertical dashed line and top 10% of LoF intolerance is represented by the 774 
horizontal dashed line. Individual dots represent individual genes in the AC cohort harboring at least 775 
one DNV. The size of the dot correlates with the number of DNVs identified. The red color represents 776 
genes reaching exome-wide significance (EWS). (C) AC risk genes with higher numbers of DNVs 777 
are predominantly those with high pLI values. Genes visualized are those with ≥2 DNVs. Large, 778 
orange dots represent those that surpass EWS thresholds. Genes in red font indicate those in the high-779 
confidence AC gene set. (D) DNVs in EWS AC genes cluster to mutational hotspots.  Locations of 780 
identified protein-altering and protein-damaging DNVs in EWS AC genes are represented as red dots 781 
(locations reported above) in relation to critical functional domains of the gene as reported in the UniProt 782 
database (https://www.uniprot.org/: January 2022). “# of var” represents a running average of all 783 
reported variants at each position of the gene, including all pathogenic and likely-pathogenetic variants 784 
reported in the ClinVar database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar: January 2022). Calculation of 785 
the running average included reported variants at 10 amino acid residues preceding and following each 786 
position.787 
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Supplementary Figure 2. De novo variation (DNV) rate closely approximated Poisson distribution in AC 817 
cases and controls. The observed number of DNVs per subject (bars) compared to the numbers expected 818 
(lines) from the Poisson distribution in the case (red) and control (blue) cohorts. ‘p’ denotes chi-squared p-value.  819 
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n: number of de novo variants (DNVs); Rate: number of DNVs per subject; Enrichment: ratio of observed to expected numbers of 850 
DNVs; D-mis: damaging missense variants as predicted by MetaSVM or MPC >2; T-mis: tolerated missense variants as predicted by 851 
MetaSVM or MPC <2; LoF: loss-of-function variants comprised of premature termination, frameshift, or splice-site variants; HBE genes: 852 
high brain-expressed genes denote genes in the top quartile of expression in the developing mouse brain.853 
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Rows above the double line indicate those genes that surpass the exome-wide significance threshold. 895 
hgnc_id: HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee identification number; n: number of de novo variants 896 
(DNVs); LoF: loss-of-function variants comprised of premature termination, frameshift, or splice-site 897 
variants. Mis: missense variants; syn: synonymous variants; inframe: in-frame variants; mis_z is a gene-898 
wide constraint metric that estimates the probability of being intolerant to missense variants. lof_z is a 899 
transcript-wide constraint metric that estimates the probability of being intolerant to LoF variants; pLI is a 900 
gene-wide constraint metric that estimates the probability of being intolerant to LoF variants. pLI and mis-901 
z values are based on gnomAD v2.1.1.902 



Supplementary Figure 3. (A) Quantile-quantile 903 
(Q-Q) plot comparing observed versus 904 
expected p-values (DeNovoWEST derived) for 905 
de novo variants (DNVs) in each gene in 617 AC 906 
cases. ADNP, ARIDB1, KDM5C, PURA, FOXP1, 907 
and MAP2K1 exhibit exome-wide significant 908 
enrichment for all DNVs in AC cases. ARID1B, 909 
ADNP, and FOXP1 exhibit significant enrichment of 910 
loss-of-function (LoF) DNVs comprising premature 911 
termination, frameshift, or splice-site variants. 912 
KDM5C and MAP2K1 exhibit significant enrichment 913 
of missense variants. ARID1B, FOXP1, ADNP, and 914 
KDM5C exhibit significant enrichment of protein-915 
altering variants, including missense and predictive 916 
LoF DNVs. ARID1B, ADNP, FOXP1, MAP2K1, 917 
PURA, and KDM5C exhibit significant enrichment 918 
of protein-damaging variants, including D-mis and 919 
LoF DNVs. There is no significant enrichment of 920 
synonymous DNVs among the 617 cases. Grey 921 
areas within graphs represents 95% confidence 922 
interval for expected values. (B) Q-Q plot 923 
comparing observed versus expected p-values 924 
(DenovolyzeR derived) for DNVs in each gene in 925 
617 AC cases. ARID1B, PURA, ADNP, and 926 
FOXP1 exhibit exome-wide significant enrichment 927 
for all DNVs in AC cases. ARID1B and ADNP 928 
exhibit significant enrichment of LoF DNVs. 929 
MAP2K1 exhibits significant enrichment of 930 
damaging-missense (D-mis) variants (MetaSVM= 931 
‘D’ or MPC>2 damaging missense). ARID1B, 932 
ADNP, FOXP1, MAP2K1, and KDM5C exhibit 933 
significant enrichment of protein-altering variants. 934 
ARID1B, ADNP, FOXP1, MAP2K1, and DDX3X 935 
exhibit significant enrichment of protein-damaging 936 
variants. There is no significant enrichment of 937 
tolerated-missense (T-mis) DNVs or synonymous 938 
DNVs among the 617 cases. The grey areas within 939 
graphs represents 95% confidence intervals for 940 
expected values.941 
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Rows above the double line indicate those genes that surpass exome-wide significance threshold. 985 
Protein altering de novo variants (DNVs) include missense and predictive loss-of-function (LoF). 986 
Protein damaging DNVs include MetaSVM= ‘D’ or MPC>2 damaging missense and predictive 987 
LoF. 988 
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Chrom: chromosome. Phenotypes associated with literature-reported variants in genes include those with high-quality evidence in OMIM 1023 
(Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man).  1024 
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Associated phenotypes represent those that are linked with autosomal dominant or X-linked inheritance of gene variants within the Online 1052 
Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database (https://www.omim.org/). Phenotypes associated with gene variants in the cohort are those 1053 
phenotypes identified with text2hpo (https://github.com/GeneDx/txt2hpo) that are present in AC probands with specified gene variants. 1054 
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n: number of de novo variants (DNVs); Rate: number of DNVs per subject; Enrichment: ratio of observed to expected numbers of DNVs; D-1080 
mis: damaging missense DNVs as predicted by MetaSVM or MPC >2; T-mis: tolerated missense DNVs as predicted by MetaSVM or MPC 1081 
>2; LoF: Loss-of-function DNVs comprised of premature termination, frameshift or splice site variants; Genes with associated dominant OMIM 1082 
phenotype (OMIM genes) denotes genes report to be associated with an OMIM disorder with autosomal dominant or X-linked inheritance 1083 
pattern.1084 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Structural alterations of de novo damaging missense (D-mis) 1087 
variants in exome-wide significant AC genes. (A) FOXP1 (Forkhead box protein 1) is a 1088 
transcriptional repressor directly interacting with DNA. The available NMR structure of FOXP1 (PDB 1089 
id 2KIU) does not include bound DNA. Therefore, to study FOXP1 interactions with DNA, a model of 1090 
the complex (DNA + FOXP1) was generated based on FOXP2 (PDB id 2AS5; 87% sequence 1091 
identity). Residues Y469 and R513 are highly conserved in FOXP1, FOXP2, and FOXP3. The 1092 
hydroxyl group in the Y469 side chain makes a hydrogen bond with the sugar-phosphate backbone 1093 
of DNA (yellow). Substitution of Cys abolishes this bond. The ΔΔGstability is 3.22. The side chain of 1094 
R513 makes hydrogen bonds with the guanine base. The shorter side chain of H513 misaligns to 1095 
make steric clashes with the DNA backbone. The red discs indicate significant pairwise overlap of 1096 
van der Waals radii and highlight clashes between atoms. The ΔΔGstability is 0.95. (B) MAP2K1 1097 
(mitogen-activated protein kinase 1) is a dual-specificity protein kinase and plays a central role in the 1098 
MAP kinase signal transduction pathway (PDB id 6U2G). T55 is positioned on helix 1. The hydroxyl 1099 
group in the side chain makes hydrogen bonds with the side chain of Glu51 and the backbone oxygen 1100 
of A52. These hydrogen bonds help to further stabilize the helix in addition to the intra-helical bonds. 1101 
Proline residues are considered helix-breakers due to their inability to contribute to intra-helical 1102 
interactions. The cyclic side chain of proline also makes steric clashes with the helical structure. 1103 
Thus, a T55P variant is energetically unfavorable at this position (ΔΔGstability = 0.75). Residue Y130 1104 
is sandwiched between helix 1 and -strand 5. The Y130 side chain is involved in packing 1105 
interactions and surrounded by hydrophobic residues F53, V60, L63, L92, and M94. These residues 1106 
also lie adjacent to the ATP binding site. A Cys substitution results in loss of the packing interactions, 1107 
destabilizing the ATP binding site and surrounding region. The ΔΔGstability is 4.58. (C) DDX3X (dead 1108 
box; PDB id 6O5F) is a multifunctional ATP-dependent RNA helicase that regulates RNA biogenesis 1109 
by unwinding short RNA duplexes in three stages. In the first step, the DDX binds to short double-1110 
stranded RNA to form a complex. In the second step, ATP binding to the DDX: dsRNA complex 1111 
results in dsRNA unwinding. In the final step, ATP hydrolysis results in the release of the unwound 1112 
ssRNA. The guanidinium side chain of R310 makes hydrogen bonds with the backbone carbonyl 1113 
oxygen of A288 and with the side chain of Q293 (⍺-helix 8). A Leu substitution results in the loss of 1114 
the two hydrogen bonds. The aliphatic side chain of Leu also makes steric clashes with the adjacent 1115 
loop, which would result in the destabilizing secondary structural elements. The ΔΔGstability of R310L 1116 
is 1.51. T482 forms a part of the Helicase C-terminal domain. The hydroxyl side chain of T482 forms 1117 
a direct hydrogen bond with the phosphate-oxygen in the phosphodiester backbone of the dsRNA. 1118 
Ile substitution at this position results in loss of this hydrogen bond. Additionally, the hydrophobic 1119 
branched aliphatic side chain in Ile makes steric clashes with the RNA backbone and with residues 1120 
in the adjacent ⍺-helix 15, resulting in regional destabilization. The ΔΔGstability of T482I is 1.06. (D) 1121 
KDM5C is a zinc finger lysine-specific demethylase 5C that specifically demethylates ‘Lys-4’ of 1122 
histone H3. It participates in transcriptional repression of neuronal genes by recruiting histone 1123 
deacetylases and REST at neuron-restrictive silencer elements. E530 forms an ion pair interaction 1124 
with K405. The variant E530K would result in electrostatic repulsion between two positively charged 1125 
lysyl side chains, abolishing the attractive ion pair interaction. The ΔΔGstability is 0.58. The side chains 1126 
of R705 and T713 are close to one another. R705 makes ion-pair interactions with E664, while the 1127 
T side-chain hydroxyl hydrogen bonds with D702 and Q706. The ΔΔGstability is 0.58. A variant to H705 1128 
would result in steric clashes with the backbone. For the M713 variant, the longer side chain of T713 1129 
cannot fit into the loop structure and makes steric clashes with the side chain of D702. The ΔΔGstability 1130 
is 0.26.1131 
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Supplementary Figure 5. Phenomic heat map of traits identified in AC patients harboring de novo variants (DNVs) in 1157 
exome-wide significant AC risk genes. Subject phenotypes were determined by text2HPO natural language processing of 1158 
medical record data (https://github.com/GeneDx/txt2hpo). 1159 
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Exome-wide significant (EWS) genes include those genes surpassing multiple testing corrected 1202 
significance thresholds for enrichment in protein-altering or protein-damaging DNVs. High-1203 
confidence AC (hcAC) genes include EWS genes plus those harboring two or more protein-1204 
altering DNVs with at least one damaging variant in predictive loss-of-function intolerant (pLI) 1205 
genes (pLI score ≥ 0.9 in ExAC). Possible AC genes included EWS genes, hcAC genes, and 1206 
those genes that harbored ≥ one damaging DNV with a pLI ≥ 0.9.1207 
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Supplementary Figure 6. Ingenuity pathway, EnrichR, and GOrilla enrichment analysis for high-1259 
confidence (hcAC) and probable (pAC) AC gene sets. -Log10(p-values) for hcAC (left column) and 1260 
pAC (right column) gene sets are shown. Significance thresholds, adjusted for multiple comparisons, 1261 
are denoted by a vertical red line. Top enriched terms are visualized for readability. Reg: regulation1262 
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Figure 2. De novo variants in AC genes disrupt epigenomic regulation and impact midgestational 1303 
neural precursors and arachnoid cells. (A) EnrichR biological and cellular processes of high-1304 
confidence (hcAC) genes converge on pathways regulating chromatin modification. -Log10(p-1305 
values) for hcAC genes are shown for EnrichR analysis. Significance thresholds, adjusted for multiple 1306 
comparisons, are denoted by a vertical red line. Top enriched terms are visualized for readability. (B) 1307 
hcAC genes with roles in chromatin modification and transcriptional regulation. Individual histone 1308 
proteins are represented as blue circles. DNA is represented as a purple strand. Genes with high brain 1309 
expression (HBE) in developing mouse brain (embryonic day 9) are boxed in red. Genes associated with 1310 
autosomal dominant or X-linked OMIM disorders are boxed in blue. Boldface genes surpassed exome-1311 
wide significance (ESW) thresholds in DenovolyzeR analysis. Me: methyl group; Acyl: acetyl group. (C) 1312 
Enrichment of AC genes in gene modules of the midgestational human cortex compared to other 1313 
disease genes. Numbers displayed exceed the Bonferroni-corrected statistical significance threshold 1314 
and are -log10(p-value). Gene modules in red signify significant enrichment of hcAC genes. Height: human 1315 
height gene set; pAC: probable AC gene set; hcAC: high-confidence AC gene set; Epilepsy: epilepsy 1316 
gene set; CHD: congenital heart disease gene set; ASD: autism spectrum disorder gene set (see 1317 
Methods for gene set determination details). (D) Temporal dynamics of modules enriched with AC 1318 
genes. Peak expression of brown and royal blue modules is at post-conception week (PCW) 12-16. Peak 1319 
expression of the light cyan module is at ~10-12 months (M). Asterisks represent significant differences 1320 
in expression across modules at specific time points. (E) Clusters of cell types in the midgestational 1321 
human cortex defined by scRNAseq. (F) Clusters of cell types in the developing meninges defined 1322 
by scRNAseq. Different cell types are noted, see text for details. (G) GOrilla biological and molecular 1323 
functions of royal blue module converge on histone regulation. The significance threshold, adjusted 1324 
for multiple comparisons, is denoted by the vertical blue line. Top enriched terms are visualized for 1325 
readability. (H) Cell-type enrichment of AC and other disease genes in the midgestational human 1326 
brain.  Numbers displayed exceed the Bonferroni-corrected statistical significance threshold and are -1327 
log10(p-value). Different cell types are noted on the x-axis, see text for details. Cell types in red represent 1328 
significant enrichment with hcAC or pAC gene sets. (I) Cell-type enrichment of AC genes in the 1329 
developing meninges. (J) GOrilla pathway analyses of enriched meningeal module 3 (arachnoid 1330 
cells). Significance threshold, adjusted for multiple comparisons, denoted by the vertical yellow line. Top 1331 
enriched terms are visualized for readability.  1332 
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n: number of de novo variants (DNVs); Rate: number of DNVs per subject; Enrichment: ratio of observed to 1379 
expected numbers of DNVs; D-mis: damaging missense variants as predicted by MetaSVM or MPC >2; T-1380 
mis: tolerated missense variants as predicted by MetaSVM or MPC >2; LoF: loss-of-function variants 1381 
comprised of premature termination, frameshift or splice site variants; histone demethylase activity (H3-1382 
trimethyl-K4 specific) denotes genes associated with GOrilla term GO:0034647; histone-lysine N-1383 
methyltransferase activity denotes genes associated with GOrilla term GO:0018024); nBAF complex denotes 1384 
genes associated with the neuronal BAF (barrier-to-autointegration) complex Gorilla term GO:0071565; 1385 
positive regulation of transcription, DNA-templated represents genes associated with GOrilla term 1386 
GO:0045893;  chromatin remodeling represents genes associated with GOrilla term GO:0006338 (Eden et 1387 
al. 2009).1388 
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Supplementary Figure 7. (A) Enrichment of AC genes in meningeal gene modules. Numbers displayed exceed the Bonferroni-corrected 1423 
statistical significance threshold and are -log10(p-value). pAC: possible AC gene set; hcAC; high-confidence AC gene set; EWS exome-wide 1424 
significant; Mod: module. (B) GOrilla and WikiPathways analyses of enriched arachnoid cell module 3. The significance threshold, adjusted 1425 
for multiple comparisons, is denoted by the vertical yellow line. The top terms are visualized for readability. (C) Enrichment of gene modules in 1426 
specific meningeal cell types. Modules in red have similar meningeal cell-type enrichment compared to AC risk gene meningeal cell-type 1427 
enrichment. The red asterisk highlights significant enrichment for cell types in the pAC gene set. 1428 
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“Genes in DisGeNET” represent all known genes that associate with the listed DisGeNET phenotypes. 1468 
hcAC: high-confidence AC gene set; pAC: probable AC gene set. 1469 
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 1473 

Figure 3. Unsupervised clustering of phenotype data identified clinical AC subtypes that correlate 1474 
with genomic results. (A) DisGeNET phenotypic overlap of AC probands. Visualization of overlapping 1475 
individual genes in the probable AC gene set (pAC) and the top-three DisGeNET-curated term gene lists 1476 
enriched for pAC genes. The table below quantifies overlap and enrichment (one-sided Fisher’s exact 1477 
test). (B) Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) clustering of AC cohort. Clustering of all patients with 1478 
available phenotypic information reveals four major phenotypic clusters of AC probands. Phenotypic traits 1479 
of probands were determined via text2hpo assessment of proband medical records. (C) HPO cluster 1480 
enrichment. DisGeNET phenotype enrichment by cluster (top graph), relevant gene-set enrichment 1481 
(middle graph) and GOrilla term enrichment (bottom graph) are represented. Pairwise statistical testing 1482 
(student’s T-test) is represented to the left of the bar graphs. Significant differences are denoted with an 1483 
asterisk. Values shown are -log10(p-value) and significant is Bonferroni corrected. hcAC: high-confidence 1484 
AC gene set; EWS: exome-wide significant (D) HPO cluster identity by Term Frequency – Inverse 1485 
Document Frequency (TF-IDF). Labeled phenotypes are those that qualify as statistical outliers (See 1486 
Methods). (E) EWS variant distribution in HPO clusters.  1487 
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Term frequencies determined by text2hpo review of AC cohort patient medical records and medical surveys.  1513 
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N: number of probands within a cluster harboring the variants of interest. Rate: N/total number of probands within a cluster; EWS: 1591 
exome-wide significant; hcAC: high-confidence AC gene set (see Methods); pAC: probable AC gene set (see Methods); Mis: 1592 
missense variants; LoF: loss-of-function variants comprising premature termination, frameshift, or splice site variants. Pairwise testing 1593 
was performed with chi-squared testing between groups. p-values reported are uncorrected and emboldened p-values surpass the 1594 
Bonferroni correction threshold for multiple comparisons. 1595 
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